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POLICY STATEMENT
It is the policy of the Dayton Police Department to use in-car data capture systems to provide accurate documentation
of events, actions, conditions, and statements made during law enforcement activities. In-Car video enhances our
ability to review probable cause for arrest, arrest procedures, suspect/officer interaction, provides valuable officer
training and establishes an impartial witness to officer/citizen contacts. The use of the in-car data capture system shall
be in accordance with applicable statutory and case law.

I.

IN-CAR DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING (DVR) EQUIPMENT
The department has equipped marked patrol cars with in-car digital audio/video recording (DVR) systems. If an
officer’s assigned cruiser DVR system is out of order, out of service or not functioning properly then the officer
must drive another cruiser in which the audio/ video system is functioning properly. The DVR MUST be used to
record all outdoor encounters that meet the following criteria, either on a dispatched call or on self-initiated activity:









A.

Each officer shall inspect and test the DVR equipment as a part of their routine vehicle inspection at the start
of their shift to ensure that the system is working properly. Officers shall report any problems to their
supervisor; if there is a problem with the unit, it shall be recorded on the vehicle service request form. Cruisers
with DVR equipment that is not fully functional or is in need of repair will be assigned for use only as a last
resort.


B.

Officers will note on their on-duty screen for each shift the operability of the DVR equipment, remaining
storage space and operability of microphones. If the storage space is full, the officer will attempt to upload
the data before using the cruiser or will contact a supervisor.

Each Patrol Operations Division officer will be issued and required to use while on duty, a microphone and an
audio transmitting device. The microphone and transmitter will be tested, along with the camera test, to ensure
proper operation. For the audio /video test, the officer will record their name, pda, date and time of the test.
Officers will also inspect the transmitter battery before their shift and replace/recharge as necessary.


C.

Vehicle/traffic stops
Occupied suspicious vehicles or stranded motorists
Pursuits - video should be left on when responding and during the entire length of the pursuit
Emergency runs
Any arrest or detention situation within range or view of camera
FIC’s
Transports – Prisoners, Mental Health, Removals and Citizens
Any situation or incident that the officer, through training and experience, believes should be
audibly and visually recorded.

If operating as a two-unit crew, the officer with the microphone will be designated as the contact officer
and will make contact with the driver during traffic stops so that the audio portion of the stop can be
transmitted. Only one microphone at a time can be synced with the DVR, this must be done prior to using
the cruiser.

The DVR will automatically engage when the emergency overhead lights are activated, speed reaches 65
MPH or higher, the rear prisoner doors are opened and during cruiser impact.





Officers will ensure video and audio recording equipment is activated and remains active for the duration
of any Emergency Response.
The equipment can also be activated manually inside the cruiser or by use of the wireless microphone
(body and/or vehicle microphones).
The audio portion of the equipment is automatically activated anytime the video system is recording.
The in-car microphone can also be used to record conversations of anyone inside the cruiser;

This General Order supersedes all prior rules,
regulations, policies and procedures, whether
oral, written or by previous practice.
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